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This book deals with the paradigm that drove the
engagement to create LNG production and export plants
in Trinidad and Tobago and Venezuela in the late 20th
and early 21st century, the geo-politics that dominated
the process of LNG capacity creation in both Trinidad
and Tobago and Venezuela and finally it deals with the
collapse of the paradigm and its impact on Trinidad and
Tobago and Venezuela in the 21st century. The book
presents a comparative analysis of two entirely different
and contradictory paradigms of exploitation of national
energy resources namely that of Trinidad and Tobago
and Venezuela and the game changer that the US shale
gas revolution is.

Do you want to download or read a book? - Unique set of demands are there for the
online tutors too, just like the conventional teachers of the regular kind. Online tutors
often dabble with special questions such as the following, * How to accomplish learning
objectives with best student's satisfaction?* To make teaching to be far more enriching to
the tutors what is to be done?* What are all the best ideas that will easily facilitate an
effective interaction with the pupils?It does not really matter if it is synchronous teaching
methodology or the asynchronous type that you do follow as a special strategy of
approach. Some online tutors do combine the both as well. The main thing that will
matter at the end of the day is the learning outcome potential in the students. To make the
most out of your endeavors made towards free online tutoring, you need to be mindful
about some essential aspects listed out here.Availability Factor:In-person interaction with
the student is paramount need, at any given day. If you are going to be easily accessible
for the students at any point of time or at least during a certain fixed hours of the day,
then it can bring in a great deal of change in the aspiring learners. You are not allowing
them to just simply rely upon the course materials alone in that way. Having a video chat
with the students on a weekly basis or creating the possibility to chat with them live in

the special forums created for this purpose will facilitate a lot towards succeeding in your
primary objectives. Being Prompt:Mailing your online tutors, and to wait for days
together for a reply from him could be really frustrating for any student. Take your time,
in replying amidst your busy schedules, but yet, do not delay it more than a day or a
couple. Sometimes you might have to research a bit for a reply; in that case, you could
reply them immediately and tell them you will take some time to revert with the answer
of clarification needed. It will certainly make the students to feel valued. Being
proactive:It is wonderful idea to send feedback questionnaire to students after completing
every phase of the course. In that way, you will be able to improvise better and better
over a period of time. Most of the time you will have to focus upon the areas that were to
be improvised for real. Being systematic in approach:Course plan is essential something
to be presented to the students in the first place. It gives a sense of satisfaction in the
students to pre plan their learning outcomes to a certain extent. You can create the course
scheduled in an elaborate fashion. Free online tutoringcould be reliable for the students
when all of the above policies are adopted by online tutors. - Read a book or download
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kaufen? - You've tried everything on the planet, from crash diets to hitting the gym on
weekends but you couldn't keep up with your timelines. After googling over the internet
on workable ways to stay fit, now you're all geared up to sign up for yoga classes online.
So, what next? You should first understand how to choose best online yoga classes.Yoga
isn't all about mastering impractical postures. Best online yoga classes aim to align your
mind, body and soul in sync with nature's rhythm. And so it's important to practice each
style of yoga (asana) with utmost patience and dedication. An ideal yoga guru or
instructor should focus on guiding students while practising yoga rather than forcing
corrections on them. Online yoga classes are no exception to this principle.Best yoga
classes online have suggested a few pointers as listed below - When is the right time?1.
On a convenient time. Though early morning is the right time to do yoga you can practise
it at any part of the day. 2. Practice on a light or empty stomach, preferably about 2-3

hours after your meal.Which is the right place?3. At a comfortable place. It's advisable to
have a clean and well-ventilated private space at your home for practising yoga.What to
wear?4. Wear simple clothing that's comfortable enough during stretches. It's good to
avoid heavy jewellery or makeup.What is the right technique? 5. Warm up before you
start with your yoga session. It will help you flex your muscles for more intense asanas.
Similarly, don't skip Savasana - the final relaxation or resting pose done to make your
body calm down before completing a yoga session. Why should yoga be my routine?6.
Be regular. Make yoga a habit, twenty minutes of daily practice delivers better results
than hours of irregular work out.Here are a list of best 4 online yoga
classes:JulieWilcoxMethod (JWM)JWM has comprehensive wellness program which is a
perfect combination of yoga, fitness and nutrition. Choose between levels for beginners,
intermediate and advanced yoga practitioners. Protect yourself from lifestyle ailments
such as cardiovascular diseases, hypertension, diabetes, obesity and anaemia. Both
individual and corporate plans are tailor-made to serve different purposes. Get a monthly
subscription at $10US now.YogaVibesIn 'Strike a Pose' section you can select from a
number of video modules that includes arm balances, inversions, meditation and so on.
You can get the best out of classes conducted by group of teachers, each specializing on
different forms of fitness. The monthly yoga classes cost $20US monthly and $200US
annually.MyYogaOnline More than 1000 video modules on yoga, Pilates and wellness
are made available online. You can stream them to a wide range of devices like television
or smartphone in order to practice fitness on the go. You can get unlimited access at a
cost of $9.95US a month YogaGlo It offers a variety of choices on teachers, style, level
of difficulty and duration of the yoga classes based on your preferences and limitations. It
has special categories reserved for beginners, cyclists, teachers and women, as well.Its
costs about $18US a month for unlimited access. You can also opt for a 15-day free
trial.Steps involved in enrolling to online yoga classes.- First of all, you need to sign up
as a member first. - Next decide on which is the most appropriate yoga program that suits
your fitness goals. Go through the description, schedules and other criteria set for each
course modules.- Once you've made up your mind on identifying one of the best online
yoga classes you can very well make your purchase. Online yoga classes usually give you
a guided tour about their courses, teachers and other special features. Consider user
reviews and ratings as well to single out best yoga classes online. If you're too confused
to come to any conclusion at all, then it's always safe to learn from an experienced yoga
guru or instructor with years of expertise compared to being overloaded by different
instructors every day, each following a different technique. -Download quickly, without
registration

